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For combinations of modified Szasz operators D. X. Zhou gave two equivalent
relations by means of the classical modulus. In this paper we extend these results
by the DitzianTotik modulus of smoothness.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The Szasz-type operators discussed in this paper are given by












Zhou [6] considered a combination of these operators given by
Ln, r( f, x)= :
r&1
i=0
ai (n) Lni ( f, x), (1.2)
with the conditions (see [2])













ai (n) n&ki =0, for k=1, 2, ..., r&1.
Zhou obtained two theorems in [6].
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Theorem A. Let f # C[0, +), r # N, 0<:<r. Then
|Ln, r( f, x)& f (x)|C \xn+n&2+
:2
 |r( f, h)=O(h:).
Theorem B. Let f # C[0, +), r # N, 0<:<r. We have
|L(r)n ( f, x)|M \min {xn , n2=+
(r&:)2
 |r( f, h)=O(h:).
Ditzian [1] used |2.*( f, t) and gave an interesting direct estimate for
Bernstein polynomials; |r.*( f, t) was also used for polynomial approxima-
tion (see [3]). In this paper we will do this kind of work and our results
contain the results of Zhou [6].
We will use some notations. Let C[0, +) be the set of continuous and
bounded functions on [0, +) and
|r.*( f, t)= sup
0<ht
sup
x\(rh.*(:)2) # [0, +)
|2rh.*(x) f (x)|, (1.4)
K.*( f, tr)=inf[& f & g&C[0, +)+tr &.r*g(r)&C[0, +)], (1.5)
K .*( f, tr)=inf[& f & g&C[0, +)+tr &.r*g(r)&C[0, +)
+tr(1&*2) &g(r)&C[0, +)], (1.6)
where the infimum is taken on functions satisfying g(r&1) # A } C loc. , and
.(x)=- x, 0*1.
It is well known (see [4]) that
|r.*( f, t)tK.*( f, tr)tK .*( f, tr). (1.7)
(xty means that there exists c>0 such that c&1yxcy.)
Now we state our results.
If f # C[0, +), r # N, 0<:<r, 0*1, then the following statements
are equivalent




.r*(x) |L (r)n ( f, x)|=O((n
&12$1&*n (x))
:&r), (1.10)
where $n(x)=.(x)+1- ntmax[.(x), 1- n].
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Remark. Here we yield a generalization of Zhou’s result. Naturally, as
Zhou’s inverse did not (and could not) cover the range between r and 2r,
the same follows here. For *=1, 2r can replace r and obtain corresponding
equivalent relation of (1.8) and (1.9). It is similar to [4, (9.3.3)].
Throughout this paper C denotes a constant independent of n and x. It
is not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
2. A DIRECT THEOREM
In this section we give the direct estimate of (1.9) O (1.8).
Theorem 1. Let f # [0, +), r # N. Then we have
|Ln, r( f, x)& f (x)|C|r.*( f, n
&12$1&*n (x)). (2.1)
Remark. If 2r replaces r for *=1, we can get a similar result of [4,
(9.3.1)].
Proof. From (1.6) and (1.7) we may choose gn= gn, x, * for a fixed x and
* such that












We recall that in [6]
Ln, r(( } &x)k, x)=0, k=1, 2, ..., r&1.
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Then by [6, (3.1)] and the Ho lder inequality using (2.6), one has
|Ln, r(gn , x)& gn(x)| }Ln, r \ 1(r&1)! |
t
x




|a i (n)| Lni ( |t&x|










and similarly using (2.5) we have
|Ln, r(gn , x)& gn(x)|Cn&r2$rn(x) .
&r*(x) &.r*g (r)n &. (2.8)
Thus for f # C[0, +), x # En=[1n, +), then $n(x)t.(x) and by
(2.2), (2.3), and (2.8) we have
|Ln, r( f, x)& f (x)|C(& f & gn &+n&r2$rn(x) .
&r*(x) &.r*g (r)n &)




For x # E cn=[0, 1n) then $n(x)t1- n, by (2.2)(2.4) and (2.7) we have
|Ln, r( f, x)& f (x)|





C[& f & gn&+n&r2$r(1&*)n (x)(&.r*g (r)n &+n&(r*)2 &g (r)n &)]






From (2.9) and (2.10) we get (2.1).
Remark. In the case *=0, our result is Theorem 1 of Zhou [6].
3. AN INVERSE THEOREM
In this section we give the inverse estimate of (1.8) O (1.9).
Theorem 2. Let f # C[0, +), r # N, 0<:<r, 0*1. Then we have
|Ln, r( f, x)& f (x)|C(n&12$1&*n (x))
:, (3.1)
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with a constant C independent of x and n, if and only if
|r.*( f, t)=O(t
:). (3.2)
Remark. From [6] we know the term $n(x) cannot be replaced by
.(x).
To prove Theorem 2 we need some new notations. Let us denote
C0 :=[ f # C[0, +): f (0)=0],
& f &0 := sup
x # (0, +)
|$:(*&1)n (x) f (x)|,
C 0* :=[ f # C0 : & f &0<],
& f &r := sup
x # (0, +)
|$ r+:(*&1)n (x) f
(r)(x)|,
C r* :=[ f # C0 : f
(r&1) # A } C loc. , & f &r<].
We also need the following lemmas which will be proved in next section.
Lemma 3.1. If r # N, 0<:<r, then
&Ln( f )&r Cnr2 & f &0 ( f # C 0*), (3.3)
&Ln( f )&rC & f &r ( f # C r*). (3.4)










uj + du1 } } } durCtr$&;n (x). (3.5)
Proof of Theorem 2. It is sufficient to prove the inverse part. Since
Ln( f, x) preserves constant, hence we may assume f # C0 . Suppose that
(3.1) holds.
In the first place, we introduce a new K-functional as
K :*( f, t
r)= inf
g # Cr*
[& f & g&0+tr &g&r].
By this definition we may choose g # C r* such that
& f & g&0+n&r2 &g&r2K :*( f, n
&r2). (3.6)
From (3.1) we can deduce that
&Ln, r( f, x)& f (x)&0Cn&:2.
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Hence by Lemma 3.1 and (3.6) we have
K :*( f, t
r)& f &Ln, r( f )&0+tr &Ln, r( f )&r
Cn&:2+tr(&Ln, r( f &g)&r+&Ln, r(g)&r)




K :*( f, n
&r2)+ ,
which implies that [4, 6]
K :*( f, t
r)Ct:. (3.7)





so for g # C 0* we have








&g&0 2r \ :
r
j=0





&g&0 2r \r2+1+ (2r+1) $:(1&*)n (x). (3.8)























u j+ du1 } } } dur
Ctr $ (&r+:)(1&*)n (x) &g&r . (3.9)
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From (3.7)(3.9) for 0<t.*(x)<18r, rt.*(x)2x1&rt.*(x)2 and






C$:(1&*)n (x)[& f & g&0+t







Remark. If *=0, then our result is Theorem 2 of [6].
4. THE PROOF OF THE LEMMAS
Proof of (3.3). For x # (0, 1n), $n(x)t1- n, we use the representation
[5]








j+ (&1) j n |
+
0
pn, k+r& j (t) f (t) dt.




















pn, k&r(x) xr \1+2r& jk +\1+
2r& j





















pn, k(x) n |
+
0
pn, k+r& j (t) \tr+ 1nr+ dt+
:(1&*)2r
& f &0
Cnr2r((C+1) n&r+3rxr):(1&*)2r & f &0
Cnr$:(1&*)n (x) & f &0 .
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So we get for x # (0, 1n)
|$r+:(*&1)n (x)(L
(r)
n ( f, x))|Cn
r$rn(x) & f &0Cnr2 & f &0 . (4.1)
For x # [1n, +) then $n(x)t.(x)=- x and we use the representation
(cf. [4])












f (t) pn, k(t) dt,
where Qi (nx) is a polynomial in nx of degree [(r&i)2] with constant
coefficients, and therefore
|x&rQi (nx) ni|C \nx+
r+i2
, for x # _1n , ++ .
Using the Ho lder inequality we have




































pn, k(x) n |
+
0
$2rn (t) pn, k(t) dt+
:(1&*)2r
& f &0 .




pn, k(x) n |
+
0
$2rn (t) pn, k(t) dt+
:(1&*)2r
C$:(1&*)n (x)








pn, k(x)Cn&i.2i (x), for x # _1n , ++ .
Hence noticing $n(x)t.(x) for x # [1n, +) we have
|$r+:(*&1)n (x) L
(r)
n ( f, x)|
C$r+:(*&1)n (x)(r+1) n
r2.&r(x) $:(1&*)n (x) & f0&
Cnr2 & f &0 . (4.2)
By (4.1) and (4.2) we have proved (3.3).
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Proof of (3.4). By [5] we have the representation
L (r)n ( f, x)= :
+
k=0
pn, k(x) n |
+
0
pn, k+r(t) f (r)(t) dt.
Hence




pn, k(x) n |
+
0




pn, k(x) n |
+
0








pn, k(x) n |
+
0
pn, k+r(t) min[t&r, nr] dt+
(&r+:(1&*))2r





pn, k(x) n |
+
0
















|L (r)n ( f, x)|C(min[x
&r, nr]) (&r+:(1&*))2r & f &rC$&r+:(1&*)n (x) & f &r .
This is desirable.
Proof of (3.5). From [6, (4.11)], using the Ho lder inequality we can
deduce (3.5) easily.
5. A CONNECTION BETWEEN DERIVATIVES
AND SMOOTHNESS
In this section we will give an equivalent relation between the derivatives
of Ln and the modulus of smoothness which contains the results of [6] and
part of the results of [5].
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Theorem 3. Let f # C[0, +), r # N, 0*1. We have





where .(x)=- x, $n(x)=.(x)+1- ntmax[.(x), 1- n].
To prove (5.1) we need the inequalities
|.*r(x) L (r)n ( f, x)|Cn
r2$&r(1&*)n (x) & f & . (5.2)
|.*r(x) L (r)n ( f, x)|&.
*rf (r)& . (5.3)
Obviously from (5.2) and (5.3) we can derive (5.1) easily.
Proof of (5.2). We discuss two cases separately.
If x # (0, 1n), then $n(x)t1- n and by [6, (4.9)] we have
|.*r(x) L (r)n ( f, x)|2
rnrn(&*r)2 & f &Cnr2 \ 1- n+
&r(1&*)
& f &
Cnr2$&r(1&*)n (x) & f &. (5.4)
If x # (1n, +) then $n(x)t.(x) and by [6, (4.12)] we have
|.*r(x) L (r)n ( f, x)|=.
r(*&1)(x) |.r(x) L (r)n ( f, x)|Cn
r2$&r(1&*)n (x) & f &.
(5.5)
From (5.4) and (5.5) we get (5.2).
The relation (5.3) can be proved in the same way as in [6, Lemma 5.1],
we omit the details. Now the proof of (5.1) is complete.
Theorem 4. Let f # C[0, +), r # N, 0<:<1, 0*1. Then






Remark. We will prove the statement as in [6]. The commutativity of
the operator is also crucial in the proof here.
Proof. Let 0<th<18r, x>rt.*(x)2. By [1] we have the com-
mutative property.
Ln(Lm f )(x)=Lm(Ln f )(x), for m, n # N.
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By Theorem 1 noting x+( j&r2) t.*(x)2x we then have





j+ (&1)r& j {Ln, r \Lm f, x+\j&
r
2+ t.*(x)+
&Lm \f, x+\j& r2+ t.*(x)+=}+ } :
r&1
i=0












} } } |
(t2) .*(x)
&(t2) .*(x) }L (r)m \Lni f, x+ :
r
j=1
uj +} du1 du2 } } } dur .
From (5.6) we can deduce that by $n(x)tmax[.(x), 1- n]
|.*r(x) L (r)n ( f, x)|Cn
&(12)(2&*)(:&r), (5.8)
|.*r(x) L (r)n ( f, x)|Cn
&(12)(:&r).(1&*)(:&r)(x). (5.9)
From (5.3), (5.8), and (5.9) we have







uj+ }.*r \x+ :
r
j=1
















uj+ }.*r \x+ :
r
j=1







u j+ n&(12)(:&r). (5.11)










uj+ du1 } } } durC.&;(x) tr.*r(x).
(5.12)
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The following demonstration is very similar to [6]; we omit the details.
From (5.13) we can obtain (5.7). The proof is complete.
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